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Abstract
Tabular parsing is described by means of two homomorphic algebras. In this setting, the
parsing problem is described as the computation of the inverse image of an input string with
respect to the homomorphism. Tabulation is obtained by constructing a quotient of the +rst
algebra and using a +nite subalgebra of the second algebra. The valid parse items are the
elements generated by the variable-free terms in the product of these two algebras. This yields an
algebraic construction method for tabular algorithms. We demonstrate the method by constructing
a tabular bottom-up head-corner algorithm for context-free grammars. We then use the algebraic
description of this algorithm to construct a tabular algorithm for linear indexed grammars, using
a correctness-preserving algebraic transformation. This transformation is a formalization of the
idea of an e/cient representation of the unbounded LIG stacks that is stated only informally
in previous constructions of LIG algorithms. The main feature of this method is the modularity
of the construction, by allowing simpler tabular algorithms to be reused for the construction of
more complex ones. c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Tabular parsing; Parser construction; Algebra; Transformation; Linear indexed
grammars
1. Introduction
Tabular parsing algorithms 1 constitute a class of algorithms used in conjunction with
ambiguous grammars such as arbitrary context-free grammars (CFG). In a tabular
parser, the analysis of an input string with regard to a grammar and the extraction
of individual parses are separated; the former results in a packed representation of the
set of all parse trees for an input string, e.g., in the form of a context-free grammar
or a shared parse forest, and can be done in polynomial time, while the latter can take
exponential time or may not terminate at all [9, 8]. Usually, the presentation of tabular
algorithms for parsing is only concerned with the +rst step.
E-mail address: schneide@phil.uni-passau.de (K.-M. Schneider).
1 Tabular parsing is strongly related to chart parsing, dynamic programming, and several other techniques,
see [11].
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In the deductive parsing paradigm, dating back to Pereira and Warren [13],
tabular parsing algorithms are described as deduction systems over a set of parse
items, also called parsing schemata [17, 16]. A parsing schema speci+es the steps
of a tabular algorithm but abstracts from actual data structures and control structures.
This is a useful level of abstraction because, while it makes the description of tab-
ular algorithms and the associated correctness proofs considerably simpler, a parsing
schema can be implemented as a tabular algorithm in a canonical way [18] or in-
terpreted by a general deduction engine [16]. Moreover, parsing schemata provide a
uniform framework for many diDerent parsing strategies; this allows to describe the
relation between diDerent parsing strategies by means of correctness-preserving rela-
tions between parsing schemata [17], for a 1xed grammar class (e.g., context-free
grammars).
In this paper we present an algebraic foundation for parsing schemata. Such an al-
gebraic foundation is of twofold interest. It is of theoretical interest because it allows
to determine the ontological status of a parse item and to characterize the class of
underlying deduction systems of tabular parsing algorithms. It is of practical interest
because it has the potential to relate tabular algorithms for grammar classes of diDer-
ent generative capacity by means of algebraic transformations. This might yield new
methods for the construction of tabular algorithms for certain noncontext-free grammar
formalisms from well-known context-free algorithms (we will discuss this point
below).
A +rst attempt to provide an algebraic foundation for parsing schemata was made
by Sikkel [17], who described a parsing schema as a quotient of a deduction system
over a set of partial parse trees of an input string. A parse item is then an equiva-
lence class of partial parse trees. An obvious disadvantage is that inconsistent items
cannot be represented because inconsistent items do not correspond to any partial parse
tree of the input string and thus must be represented by an empty equivalence
class.
In the present paper, the parsing problem with respect to a grammar and an in-
put string is described algebraically by means of two algebras with a homomorphism
between them. The elements of the algebras are partial parse trees and tuples of strings,
respectively. The homomorphism is the yield function that maps (partial) parse trees
to the (tuples of) strings of terminal symbols at their leaves. The parsing problem is
then de+ned as the problem of computing the inverse image of an input string with
respect to the yield function. A parsing strategy is given by the choice of operations.
In addition, the actual operations depend on the grammar. A tabulation of the parsing
strategy is given by a quotient of the product of the two algebras. The computation
of a representation of all parse trees for an input string (e.g., a shared parse forest)
by a tabular algorithm is described as a closure operator that computes a +nite, void
generated subalgebra of that quotient.
From this description of the parsing problem, we obtain a characterization of parse
items as ordered pairs where the +rst component is an equivalence class of partial
parse trees and the second component is a tuple of substrings of the input string. In a
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consistent item, the +rst component is the equivalence class of a tree whose yield is the
second component. With regard to this characterization, inconsistent items are given
by pairs where the second component is not the yield of any tree in (the equivalence
class being) the +rst component.
In order to demonstrate the practical value of the algebraic description, we shall de-
+ne a correctness-preserving transformation that we will employ to construct a parser
for linear indexed grammars from a parser for context-free grammars. Linear indexed
grammars (LIG) are an extension of context-free grammars in which the nonterminal
symbols in a derivation are augmented with stacks over a +nite domain that con-
trol the application of productions, see [3]. LIGs are related to tree adjoining gram-
mars (TAG) [7] with regard to their generative capacity; both generate the same
class of languages [23], namely a proper subclass of the class of mildly context-
sensitive languages, which play an important role in the description and automatic
recognition of natural languages. Noncontext-free phenomena do occur in certain lan-
guage dialects like Swiss German (the so-called cross-serial dependencies, see [15]).
Other phenomena can be described much more naturally in a stronger formalism
than CFGs. While TAGs allow to express such linguistic phenomena in a natural
way, LIGs are more suitable for computational treatment. Therefore, parsers for TAGs
are often obtained by using a LIG parser and compiling the source grammar into a
LIG.
Vijay-Shanker and Weir [21, 22] presented a CYK-style LIG parser that was mo-
tivated informally by a certain context-freeness property of LIGs and required a dif-
+cult correctness proof. In more recent publications, e.g., [2, 12], tabular algorithms
for LIGs have been obtained by de+ning certain classes of push-down automata and
using congruence classes of the computations as parse items. So far, this method has
been employed only for left-right parsing strategies (e.g., Earley), because push-down
automata usually read their input sequentially.
The algebraic description of parsing schemata allows us to de+ne an algebraic trans-
formation that transforms a tree algebra for a context-free parsing strategy into one
for LIGs. The transformation relies on the same context-freeness property of LIGs
that was exploited by Vijay-Shanker and Weir [21, 22]. We shall apply the transfor-
mation to a (description of a) context-free bottom-up head-corner parser to obtain a
bottom-up head-corner parser for LIGs. Moreover, the transformation will preserve
the correctness of the description (and hence, that of the algorithm). That way, the
task of proving the correctness of the LIG parser is reduced to proving the correct-
ness of the CFG parser, which makes it considerably simpler than the proof given in
[22].
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces some algebraic concepts.
In Section 3, we give an algebraic de+nition of the parsing problem and show how a
tabular algorithm can be described algebraically. In Section 4, we present an algebraic
description of a context-free bottom-up head-corner parser. The transformation of this
parser into a tabular bottom-up head-corner parser for LIGs is presented in Section 5.
Section 6 presents +nal conclusions.
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2. Basic algebraic concepts
In this section we extend the standard de+nition of algebras in Universal Algebra [4]
to include some notion of nondeterminism. These structures are called nondeterministic
algebras. They provide an appropriate level of abstraction for the algebraic construction
of tabular parsing algorithms. The standard constructions and results from Universal
Algebra are extended to nondeterministic algebras where required.
2.1. Algebras and deduction systems
An algebra A= (A; F) consists of a nonvoid set A of elements (the carrier) and
a family F of +nitary operations on A, i.e., functions fi :Ani →A, where ni¿0 is the
arity of fi. The function that assigns each operation its arity is called the type (or
signature) of an algebra. To indicate that two algebras A;B are of the same type, we
write A= (A; F) and B= (B; F) and consider F to be a set of operation symbols that
can be interpreted by diDerent operations of the same arity in A and B. In this case,
we write fA and fB for the interpretation of an operation symbol f∈F .
A generalization of an algebra is given by a partial algebra where the operations are
partial functions that can be unde+ned for some arguments. A further generalization
is provided by a relational system in which the operations are replaced with +nitary
relations Ri⊆Ani .
A +nitary deduction system is a pair (A;D) where A is a nonvoid set and D⊆˝1n(A)
×A is a set of deduction steps. 2 D is called a deduction relation. If (∅; a)∈D then
a is called an axiom. The inference relation  is de+ned by X  a iD for some
a1; : : : ; an ∈X : ({a1; : : : ; an}; a)∈D. The re6exive and transitive inference relation ∗
is de+ned by X ∗ a iD a∈X or for some elements a1; : : : ; am, for all i: X ∪{a1; : : : ;
ai−1}  ai and am= a. If {a1; : : : ; an} ∗ a then a is said to be deducible from a; : : : ; an.
An element is called deducible or valid if it is deducible from the empty set. Observe
that all axioms are valid. A deduction system (A;D) is called correct with respect to
a set A0 ⊆A if A0 is the set of valid elements (this makes sense only if A0 is de+ned
without reference to the deduction relation).
Deduction systems provide an appropriate level of abstraction for the speci+cation
of tabular parsing algorithms. A deduction system that speci+es a parsing algorithm
is called a parsing system or parsing schema. The elements and deduction steps of a
parsing system represent the parse items (i.e., the contents of the table of a tabular al-
gorithm) and the steps of the algorithm that compute the table entries, respectively
[17, 16]. 3 A parsing system abstracts from the actual data structure that holds the
table, and from the order in which the operations are actually performed by the
algorithm.
2
1˝n(A) denotes the set of +nite subsets of A.
3 The axioms are often presented separately from the deduction steps.
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2.2. Nondeterministic algebras
For our algebraic treatment of tabular algorithms, we need to be able to handle
diDerent parsing operations (i.e., types of deduction steps) separately. To this end, and
in order to maintain the nondeterminism of deduction systems, we introduce a gener-
alization of algebras where the operations are set-valued (˝(A) denotes the powerset
of A):
Denition 1. A nondeterministic algebra is a pair (A; F) where A is a nonvoid set and
F is a family of +nitary set-valued operations f :An→˝(A).
The set-valued operations are called nondeterministic operations. Instead of a∈f
(a1; : : : ; an), we write f(a1; : : : ; an) a. A nondeterministic algebra can be regarded as
a particular interpretation of a relational system where the +rst n arguments of an
n+ 1-ary relation are the arguments of an operation, and the last argument is a result.
For every nondeterministic algebra A= (A; F), there is an associated deduction system
(A;D), de+ned by
D = {(X; a) | ∃a1; : : : ; an; f:X = {a1; : : : ; an} ∧ f(a1; : : : ; an)  a}:
Terms and variable-free terms in nondeterministic algebras are de+ned in the usual
way. Let t be a term and let x1; : : : ; xn ∈Var be the variables that occur in t (possibly
n= 0). The interpretation of t in a nondeterministic algebra A is an n-ary set-valued
operation tA :An→˝(A). It is de+ned inductively as follows:
(1) For all i; xAi (a1; : : : ; an) ai.
(2) f(t1; : : : ; tk)A(a1; : : : ; an) a iD for some a′1; : : : ; a′k : tAj (a1; : : : ; an) a′j (for all j)
and f(a′1; : : : ; a
′
k) a.
If t is a variable-free term and tA  a then we say that A generates a, or that a
is generated in A, and t is called a generating term of a. The set of all generated
elements in A is denoted with [∅]A. 4 If (A;D) is the associated deduction system for
A then ∗ a iD a is generated in A.
2.3. Subalgebras; direct products; and homomorphisms
Let f :An→˝(A) be a nondeterministic operation and B a subset of A. The restric-
tion of f to B is the operation f′ :Bn→˝(B) de+ned by f′(b1; : : : ; bn) =f(b1; : : : ; bn)
∩B. A nondeterministic algebra with carrier B is called a relative subalgebra of a
nondeterministic algebra A of the same type if B⊆A and the operations of B are
the restrictions of the operations of A to B. If [∅]A is nonempty then the relative
subalgebra of A with carrier [∅]A is called the (void) generated subalgebra of A.
4 More generally, A de+nes a closure operator B → [B]A on the subsets of A, where [B]A is the smallest
subset B′ of A that contains B and is closed under the operations of A; i.e., if a1; : : : ; an ∈B′; n¿0, and
f(a1; : : : ; an) a then a∈B′.
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The variable-free terms that generate an element can be regarded as the structure
of that element. A subalgebra B of A that preserves the structure of all its elements
given to them by A is called full:
Denition 2. A full subalgebra of a nondeterministic algebra A is a relative subalgebra
B of A with carrier B that satis+es the condition: For every variable-free term t; for
all b∈B; if tA  b then tB  b.
In the following sections, we will always assume that A and B are nondeterminis-
tic algebras of the same type. The direct product of A and B is the nondeterminis-
tic algebra with carrier A × B where the operations are de+ned component-wise, i.e.,
fA×B((a1; b1); : : : ; (an; bn)) (a; b) iD fA(a1; : : : ; an) a and fB(b1; : : : ; bn) b. It is
denoted with A×B. A function h :A→B is a homomorphism of A into B (notation:
h :A→B) if it satis+es the condition: For all a1; : : : ; an ∈A, if fA(a1; : : : ; an) a then
fB(ha1; : : : ; han) ha.
Lemma 3. Let A be a nondeterministic algebra and B a partial algebra of the
same type and h :A→B a homomorphism and B′ a full subalgebra of B. Then
[∅]A×B′ = {(a; b)∈ [∅]A × [∅]B′ | ha= b}.
Proof. By structural induction on a term t with variables x1; : : : ; xn, one can show the
following:
(1) If tA(a1; : : : ; an) a then tB(ha1; : : : ; han) ha.
(2) If tA(a; : : : ; an) a and tB(ha1; : : : ; han) b then ha= b.
(3) tA×B((a1; b1); : : : ; (an; bn)) (a; b) iD tA(a1; : : : ; an) a and tB(b1; : : : ; bn) b.
Now assume that for some variable-free term t; tA×B
′  (a; b); then also tA×B  (a; b),
hence by (3), tA  a and tB  b, and also tB′  b since B′ is a full subalgebra; more-
over, by (2), ha= b. For the other direction, let t; s be variable-free terms such that
tA  a and sB′  ha; then by (1), tB  ha. Moreover, ha∈B′; therefore, since B′ is a
full subalgebra, tB
′  ha, hence by (3), tA×B′  (a; ha).
Note that every nondeterministic algebra is a full subalgebra of itself. Therefore, we
also have the special case in Lemma 3:
[∅]A×B = {(a; b) ∈ [∅]A × [∅]B | ha = b}:
2.4. Strong homomorphisms and strong congruence relations
A homomorphism is a mapping from one algebra to another that is compatible
with the operations; a congruence relation is an equivalence relation on the carrier
of an algebra that is compatible with the operations. A homomorphism between two
nondeterministic algebras is too weak in order to correspond naturally to a congruence
relation; therefore, we de+ne a stronger notion of homomorphism. The notion com-
patible with the operations is crucial to such a de+nition. Several types of stronger
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homomorphisms of partial algebras have been studied, e.g., in [19, 20, 14, 6, 24], with
diDerent authors using diDerent terminology, and diDerent authors using the same names
for diDerent types of homomorphisms.
Denition 4. (1) A strong homomorphism h of A into B is a homomorphism such
that for all a1; : : : ; an ∈A, for all b∈B: whenever fB(ha1; : : : ; han) b, then there is
some element a∈A such that fA(a1; : : : ; an) a and ha= b.
(2) A strong congruence relation of A is an equivalence relation  on A satisfying
the condition: if f(a1; : : : ; an) a and ai a′i , for i= 1; : : : ; n; then there is some a′ ∈A
such that a a′ and f(a′1; : : : ; a′n) a′.
We denote the congruence class of a with a, and the set of all congruence classes
of  with A=. Let  be a strong congruence relation of A. The quotient algebra
A== (A=; F) has the congruence classes of  as its elements, and the operations
are de+ned as follows: f(a1; : : : ; an) a iD for some elements a′1; : : : ; a′n; a′∈A: a′i
 ai (for all i) and a′ a and f(a′1; : : : ; a′n) a′. The properties of  guarantee that
these operations are well-de+ned.
Lemma 5. (1) If h :A→B is a strong homomorphism then [∅]B = {ha | a∈ [∅]A}.
(2) If  is a strong congruence relation of A then [∅]A= = [∅]A= .
Proof. Structural induction on the generating terms.
3. An algebraic perspective on tabular parsing
3.1. Characterization of tabular parsing
Tabular parsing algorithms 5 are strongly related to dynamic programming techniques
[10, 5]. Dynamic programming assumes that an initial problem p0 can be decomposed
into smaller problems of the same type, and a solution to p0 can be computed from
the solutions of its subproblems. 6 In addition, there is a set of atomic problems;
their solutions can be computed without reference to other problems. Building on
this assumption, dynamic programming techniques (as well as tabular algorithms) are
characterized by the following three properties:
(1) Bottom-up computation: The algorithm starts with the atomic problems, then
proceeds towards larger problems, thereby searching the problem space exhaus-
tively. 7
5 Parsing here has a rather abstract meaning, not necessarily related to strings and parse trees; see the
de+nition of the parsing problem below.
6 We use problem mostly in the sense of problem instance; a subproblem of the same type is then a
smaller instance of the same problem that is somehow contained within the problem.
7 This is not to be confused with bottom-up parsing strategies, where bottom-up refers to traversing a
parse tree from the leaves to the root.
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(2) Tabling: All solutions to a subproblem are computed and stored in a table upon
the +rst occurrence of the subproblem. When the same subproblem occurs again,
its solutions are not recomputed but taken from the table.
(3) Abstraction: Instead of the solutions, the algorithm computes and stores traces
(e.g., properties) of the solutions:
• in case of dynamic programming, the algorithm computes the minimum (or
maximum) of some function (e.g., cost, score) of all solutions to a given sub-
problem.
• a tabular algorithm computes and stores, for each solution, some property of
that solution. Solutions which share some common property form an equivalence
class.
(1) guarantees completeness. (2) avoids multiple computations of the same solutions
for the same problems. (3) allows computation sharing, i.e., computations that lead to
equivalent solutions are not distinguished; it is assumed that such computations have
the same possible continuations. This means that equivalence classes of solutions are
actually congruence classes. (2) together with (3) guarantees termination in polynomial
time, provided that there are only +nitely many distinct nonequivalent solutions.
The output of a tabular algorithm is a table with the equivalence classes of solutions
for all subproblems of the initial problem p0. In a second step, this table can be
used to enumerate individual solutions for p0. In the case of tabular parsing, the table
represents a shared parse forest.
3.2. Description of problems and solutions
In order to obtain an algebraic description of a tabular algorithm, we +rst de+ne an
algebraic structure, called extended yield system, in which problems and their solutions
can be described. An extended yield system describes the space in which problems and
their solutions exist, their structure (i.e., the decomposition of problems into subprob-
lems), and the relation between solutions and problems. In addition, we consider two
subsets of the solution space:
• a set of correct (or admissible) solutions. The correctness of a tabular algorithm will
be de+ned in terms of the correct solutions.
• a set of complete solutions. These are the solutions for the problems we are really
interested in; the other, incomplete solutions appear only as intermediate solutions
in the bottom-up computation.
Denition 6. An extended yield system is a tuple (A;B; h; A0; Ac) such that A is a
nondeterministic algebra and B is a partial algebra of the same type (representing the
solution space and the problem space, respectively), h :A→B is a homomorphism, and
A0; Ac⊆A are the sets of correct solutions and complete solutions, respectively.
The operations of A and B describe the composition of problems and solutions from
smaller ones; nullary operations represent atomic problems and solutions. The structure
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of a problem or solution is given by its generating terms. The homomorphism h maps
solutions to problems: If ha= b then a is a solution for b. The homomorphism property
ensures that the structure of a solution matches the structure of the corresponding
problem. h is called a yield function. An extended yield system (A;B; h; A0; Ac) is
called sound if every generated solution is correct, i.e., [∅]A⊆A0. It is called complete
if every correct solution is generated in A, i.e., A0 ⊆ [∅]A. A sound and complete
extended yield system is called correct (i.e., A generates exactly the correct solutions).
The complete solutions in Ac are required only to select the “relevant” solutions from
the set of all computed solutions.
An extended yield system for a tabular parsing algorithm can be characterized as
follows:
• The problems are tuples of strings over a +nite alphabet.
• The solutions are partial parse trees with some additional information that depends
on the parsing strategy.
• The choice of operations is guided by the parsing strategy. In addition, the actual
operations depend on the grammar.
• The yield function assigns to each parse tree the string that it covers.
• The correct and complete parse trees are also de+ned in terms of the grammar.
Notice that a problem can have more than one solution, or none at all. The set of
solutions for a problem b is the set h−1(b) = {a∈A | ha=b}. The set of correct and
complete solutions for b is the set h−1(b)∩A0 ∩Ac. Some natural questions that we
can ask are the following: Which problems in B have solutions? Which problems in
B have correct solutions? For a given problem b∈B, what are the correct solutions
for b?
Denition 7. Let S= (A;B; h; A0; Ac) be an extended yield system. The parsing prob-
lem for S and b∈B is the problem of determining the set h−1(b)∩A0 ∩Ac. The recog-
nition problem for S and b∈B is the problem of deciding whether h−1(b)∩A0 ∩Ac
is nonempty.
3.3. Algebraic construction of tabular parsing algorithms
An extended yield system describes only the problems and their solutions but not the
algorithm that computes the (equivalence classes of) solutions. The latter is described
(and constructed) by means of some algebraic constructions performed on an extended
yield system.
Bottom-up computation in conjunction with tabling corresponds to a closure operator
that computes the closure of the atomic elements (i.e., nullary operations) under the
operations in an algebra, that is, the void generated elements. Moreover, by Lemma 3,
we can +nd the solutions together with their associated (sub-) problems by computing
the generated solutions and problems simultaneously. Therefore, bottom-up computation
with tabling of solutions is described by constructing the void generated subalgebra of
the direct product of the two algebras in an extended yield system. Property (3) of the
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characterization of tabular algorithms (abstraction) is described by computing generated
equivalence classes of solutions, i.e., we use a quotient algebra of solutions.
Furthermore, it is su/cient to consider only a subspace of the whole problem space
that contains the initial problem. If the associated algebra is full then no solutions will
be lost.
Theorem 8. Let (A;B; h; A0; Ac) be a correct extended yield system and  a strong
congruence relation of A and B′ a full subalgebra of B. For all b∈B′; a is the
congruence class of a correct solution for b i= (a; b)∈ [∅]A=×B′ .
Proof. Let ′ be the induced congruence relation of A×B de+ned by (a; b) ′ (a′; b′)
iD a a′ and b= b′. Then
(a; b) ∈ [∅]A=×B′ ⇔ (a; b)′ ∈ [∅](A×B′)=′
⇔ ∃a′ : a′  a and (a′; b) ∈ [∅]A×B′ (Lemma 5)
⇔ ∃a′ ∈ [∅]A : a′  a and ha′ = b (Lemma 3)
⇔ ∃a′ ∈ h−1(b) ∩ A0 : a′  a:
Theorem 8 yields a tabular algorithm to compute the equivalence classes of the
solutions for a problem b∈B. 8 The algorithm terminates if [∅]A=×B′ is +nite. Usu-
ally, one makes the stronger assumption that [∅]A= (= [∅]A= ) and B′ are both
+nite.
Denition 9. A nondeterministic algebra A is called 1nitely compactable if there is a
strong congruence relation  of A such that [∅]A= is +nite.
Note that the +nite compactability of the solution algebra A does not depend on the
actual problem b, whereas B′ can be chosen depending on b.
Also note that the correctness of the algorithm can be proved by showing that
[∅]A=A0, i.e., the solution algebra generates precisely the correct solutions.
The parsing problem requires that we +nd all complete and correct solutions for
the initial problem (the recognition problem requires only that we show that some
complete and correct solution for the initial problem exists). We call an equivalence
relation  on A regular if there are no mixed congruence classes of complete and
incomplete elements; i.e., if a a′ and a∈Ac then a′∈Ac. If  is regular then a is
called complete iD a is complete.
Given a correct extended yield system (A;B; h; A0; Ac), an algebraic description of a
tabular algorithm for the problems in B is determined by the following
components:
8 Usually, a tabular algorithm is presented not as a product A=×Bb but rather as the associated
deduction system.
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• a regular, strong congruence relation  of A with only +nitely many congruence
classes of generated solutions, and
• a function that assigns each problem b∈B a +nite, full subalgebra Bb of B.
Then the recognition problem for b can be solved by computing the +nite set [∅]A=×Bb
in a bottom-up manner and checking for all elements of the form (a; b) in this set
where a is complete.
4. Context-free bottom-up head-corner parsing
We present an algebraic description of a bottom-up head-corner (buHC) parser for
context-free grammars (a buHC parsing schema can be found in [17] (Schema 11.13).
A head-corner strategy assumes that one symbol (called the head) in the right-hand
side of each production is marked, and the recognition of a production starts at the
head and proceeds in both directions.
We use greek letters ; ;  to denote sequences of (terminal and nonterminal) sym-
bols and  to denote the empty sequence. A context-free grammar is a tuple G= (N; ;
P; S) where N and  denote +nite, disjoint sets of nonterminal and terminal symbols,
respectively, S ∈N is the start symbol, and P is a +nite set of context-free productions
(A; ), written as A→, where A is a nonterminal and  is a (possibly empty) string
of terminal and nonterminal symbols. If =  then A→ is called an -production. A
derivation step is de+ned by A⇒
G
 iD A→∈P. The language de+ned by G is
the set L(G) = {w∈∗ | S⇒
G
∗ w}.
A headed context-free grammar G is a context-free grammar without -productions
that is augmented with a function h that assigns each production p=A→  a position
16h(p)6|| where || denotes the length of . The h(p)-th symbol in  is called
the head of p (for simplicity, we assume that the same production cannot occur twice
with diDerent heads). A headed production is a production A→ X in which one
symbol in the right-hand side (the head) is marked. It is often more convenient to
present headed productions instead of an explicit function h.
4.1. Bottom-up head-corner operations
We de+ne an extended yield system that describes the buHC parsing strategy. The
problem space consists of +nite strings of terminal symbols while the solutions are
buHC trees:
Denition 10. A buHC tree is a triple (; $; ) where $ is a +nite, ordered, labelled tree
and ; ∈ (N ∪)∗ are strings of symbols. The leaves of $ are labelled with terminal
symbols while the interior nodes are labelled with nonterminal symbols (an interior
node is a node that is not a leaf).
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$ can be thought of as the recognized part of a bottom-up derivation while  and 
represent the unrecognized parts of a headed production.
We borrow a practical notation for trees from Sikkel [17]: 〈A❀ 〉 denotes an ar-
bitrary tree with root symbol A and yield (i.e., sequence of labels on the leaves, from
left to right) . 〈A❀A〉 denotes a single path of at least one node whose +rst and
last node are labelled with A. 〈A→〉 denotes a tree of height 1 with root symbol A
and yield . Expressions of this type can be nested to specify trees in more or less
detail; e.g., 〈A→〈❀ u〉〉 denotes a tree with root symbol A and yield u, where  is
the string of labels on the children of A.
The correct (or admissible) buHC trees (representing the correct solutions) and the
buHC tree operations depend on a particular grammar, so for the rest of the section,
we +x a grammar G.
Denition 11. A buHC tree (; 〈A→〈❀ u〉〉; ) is admissible with respect to G if the
tree 〈A→〈❀ u〉〉 satis+es the conditions:
• if B is an interior node and ′X′ are its children (from left to right) then B→′X′
is a production,
• there is some production A→′X ′′ such that =′X′′.
The buHC parsing strategy is de+ned by six types of operations on buHC trees,
shown in Fig. 1:
• buHCa and buHCA recognize a dependent (or head) child. There is one buHCa
operation for every headed production with a terminal head.
• The scan operations recognize nonhead terminal symbols. There are two scan
operations (left and right) for every terminal symbol.
• The complete operations recognize nonhead nonterminal symbols that have been
completely recognized.
buHCA is a nondeterministic operation, whereas the others are partial operations. An
extended yield system SbuHC = (AbuHC;BbuHC; gbuHC; AbuHC0 ; A
buHC
c ) for a context-free
buHC parser is determined by the following components:
• AbuHC = (AbuHC; FAbuHC ) where AbuHC is the set of all buHC trees and FAbuHC consists
of the operations shown in Fig. 1.
• BbuHC = (∗; FBbuHC ) is a partial algebra where the operations are de+ned as follows:
buHCaA→a = a;
buHCA(u) = u;
lScana(u) = au;
rScana(u) = ua;
lCompl(u; v) = vu;
rCompl(u; v) = uv:
• The buHC yield function is de+ned by gbuHC(; 〈A❀ u〉; )= u.
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Fig. 1. Bottom-up head-corner tree operations (parentheses around triples omitted).
• AbuHC0 is the set of all admissible buHC trees.
• AbuHCc is the set of buHC trees of the form (; $; ) where the root of $ is labelled
with the start symbol S (complete buHC trees).
AbuHC is called the buHC tree algebra. Obviously, gbuHC is a homomorphism. Fur-
thermore, if (; $; ) is a complete admissible buHC tree then $ is a derivation tree
of G.
Proposition 12. AbuHC generates exactly the set of admissible buHC trees.
Proof. Soundness can be proved on the basis of the individual operations, by showing
that each operation computes an admissible buHC tree if its arguments are admissible
buHC trees. Completeness is proved by induction on the size of the tree $ in an
admissible buHC tree (; $; ), noting that the tree computed by a buHC tree operation
is larger than each of its arguments.
An equivalence relation buHC on buHC trees is de+ned by
(1; 〈A1 → 〈1 ❀ u1〉〉; 1) buHC (2; 〈A2 → 〈2 ❀ u2〉〉; 2)
⇔ A1 = A2 ∧ 1 = 2 ∧ 1 = 2 ∧ 1 = 2:
One shows easily that buHC is a strong congruence relation of the buHC tree algebra.
The congruence class of a buHC tree (; 〈A→〈❀ u〉〉; ) is completely determined
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by the tuple (A; ; ; ). Obviously, since G is +xed, there are only +nitely many con-
gruence classes of admissible (i.e., generated) buHC trees; therefore, AbuHC is +nitely
compactable. Furthermore, buHC is regular. A complete congruence class is one of
the form (S; ; ; ).
For each u∈∗, let ∗u be the set of all substrings of u, i.e., strings u′ such that
for some v1; v2, u= v1u′v2. Let BubuHC = (
∗
u ; F) be the +nite relative subalgebra of
BbuHC whose carrier consists of all substrings of u. It can be easily veri+ed that BubuHC
is a full subalgebra of BbuHC . Now Theorem 8 can be used to obtain the following
corollary (double parentheses are omitted):
Corollary 13. (1) (A; ; ; ; u)∈ [∅]AbuHC =buHC×BubuHC i= there is some admissible buHC
tree of the form (; 〈A→〈❀ u〉〉; ).
(2) w∈L(G) i= for some ; (S; ; ; ; w)∈ [∅]AbuHC =buHC×BwbuHC .
Moreover, for every string u, the product algebra AbuHC=buHC ×BubuHC generates
only +nitely many distinct elements.
4.2. Bottom-up head-corner items
A tabular parsing algorithm is usually presented for a +xed input string, and the
substrings of this input string are referred to via their position in the string. We can
obtain the standard parse items if we replace the last component of a tuple (A; ; ; ; u)
with a pair of indices (and slightly change the notation):
Denition 14. Let w∈∗. A buHC w-item is a tuple (A; ; ; ; i; j), written in the
form [A→ ••; i; j], where 06i¡j6|w|.
For every w= a1; : : : ; an; de+ne the mapping ’wbuHC from buHC w-items to AbuHC =
buHC ×BwbuHC by
’wbuHC([A→ ••; i; j]) = (A; ; ; ; ai+1 : : : aj):
The buHC operations can be de+ned straightforwardly on buHC w-items such that
’wbuHC is a strong homomorphism. The buHC items together with the operations form
a buHC item algebra. A complete buHC item is one with = = . We denote it as
[A→•• ; i; j].
Finally, the associated deduction system of the buHC item algebra is the buHC
parsing system (in the sense of Sikkel [17]) (IwbuHC ; D
w
buHC) in Fig. 2. Using Lemma 5
with h=’wbuHC , we obtain the following correctness result:
Corollary 15. (1) ∗ [A→ ••; i; j] i= there is some admissible buHC tree of the
form (; 〈A→〈❀ ai+1 : : : aj〉〉; ).
(2) w∈L(G) i= for some , ∗ [S→•• ; 0; n].
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IwbuHC = {[A→ ••; i; j] | 06 i¡j 6 |w|};
DbuHCa = { [A→ •ai•; i − 1; i] |A→ ai∈P};
DbuHCA = {[B→• • ; i; j] [A→ •B•; i; j] |A→ B∈P};
D lScan = {[A→ ai••; i; j] [A→ •ai•; i − 1; j]};
DrScan = {[A→ ••aj+1; i; j] [A→ •aj+1•; i; j + 1]};
D lCompl = {[A→ B••; i; j]; [B→• ′• ; k; i] [A→ •B•; k; j]};
DrCompl = {[A→ ••B; i; j]; [B→• ′• ; j; k] [A→ •B•; i; k]};
DwbuHC = D
buHCa ∪DbuHCA ∪D lScan ∪DrScan ∪D lCompl ∪DrCompl :
Fig. 2. The buHC parsing system.
5. Tabular bottom-up head-corner LIG parsing
In this section, we construct a tabular buHC algorithm for LIGs, using the algebraic
description of the context-free buHC algorithm. We show that a simple upgrade of the
buHC tree algebra with the stack mechanism of LIGs can result in a tree algebra that
is not +nitely compactable (depending on the actual grammar), which means possible
nontermination of the tabular algorithm. However, it allows us to reuse the correctness
proof for the buHC tree algebra. In order to obtain a terminating tabular algorithm, we
transform the upgraded tree algebra into an equivalent +nitely compactable one (i.e.,
one that generates the same set of trees). This method simpli+es the correctness proof
signi+cantly because the transformation of the tree algebra is correctness preserving.
First, we present a formal de+nition of linear indexed grammars.
5.1. Linear indexed grammars
A linear indexed grammar [3] is an extension of a headed context-free grammar in
which the nonterminal symbols in a derivation are associated with stacks of symbols.
The productions are associated with stack operations that manipulate the stacks in
successive derivation steps. When a symbol is rewritten by a LIG production, the
associated operation propagates the stack from that symbol to the head symbol of the
production (also called the dependent child), while all the other symbols in the right-
hand side obtain stacks of bounded size (determined by the production). We write A[::]
to denote the nonterminal symbol A associated with an arbitrary stack, and A[::q] to
denote that A is associated with an arbitrary stack whose top symbol is q. A nonterminal
A with an empty stack is written A[] or A. In order to simplify the notation, we do
not distinguish between symbols with empty stacks and those with no stacks.
A LIG G is presented as a tuple (N; ; Q; P; S) where N; ; Q are sets of nonterminals,
terminals, and stack symbols, respectively, S ∈N is the start symbol, and P is a set of
LIG productions (see below). We consider only a normal form of LIGs where a stack
operation either appends a symbol to a stack (push) or removes the last symbol from a
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stack (pop). Furthermore, the nonhead symbols in the right-hand side of a production
have empty stacks. These restrictions do not decrease the generative capacity of LIGs.
If the head of a production is a terminal symbol then its left-hand symbol has an empty
stack. Thus, we consider three types of LIG productions, which we denote as follows:
• A[::]→ B[::q] (push q),
• A[::q]→ B[::] (pop q),
• A[]→ a (terminal head symbol).
The derivation relation ⇒
G
is de+ned as follows, where 1;2 represent strings of termi-
nals and nonterminals augmented with stacks:
• If A[::]→ B[::q]∈P then 1A[!]2⇒
G
1B[!q]2.
• If A[::q]→ B[::]∈P then 1A[!q]2⇒
G
1B[!]2.
• If A[]→ a∈P then 1A[]2⇒
G
1a2.
The language de+ned by G is the set L(G) = {w∈∗|S[]⇒
G
∗ w}.
LIGs are stronger than CFGs with regard to their generative capacity, witness the
following example: Let G= ({S; T}; {a; b; c; d; e}; {q}; P; S) where
P = {S[::] → aS[::q]e; S[::q] → bT [::]d; T [::q] → bT [::]d; T [] → c}:
G de+nes the language {anbncdnen | n¿0}. 9 The following is a derivation of the string
aabbcddee:
S[] ⇒
G
aS[q]e
⇒
G
aaS[qq]ee
⇒
G
aabT [q]dee
⇒
G
aabbT []ddee
⇒
G
aabbcddee:
Here, the stack is used to count how many a’s and e’s have been produced in the
+rst (push) phase, so that the same number of b’s and d’s are produced in the second
(pop) phase. The copy language {wcw |w∈∗} can be de+ned in a similar way.
5.2. Stack-enhanced bottom-up head-corner tree operations
Fix a LIG G. In order to de+ne a tree algebra for a buHC LIG parser, we take the
buHC tree algebra AbuHC from Section 4 and add the stack mechanism to the trees
and operations. The stack-enhanced buHC trees are called buHC LIG trees:
Denition 16. A buHC LIG tree (1; $; 2) is characterized as follows:
• $ is a +nite, ordered, labelled tree,
• the leaves of $ are labelled with terminal symbols,
9 the c in the middle is required since we have no -productions.
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Fig. 3. Stack-enhanced buHC tree operations.
• the interior nodes of $ are labelled with pairs (A;!) where A is a nonterminal
symbol and ! is a +nite stack,
• 1;2 are +nite sequences of terminal symbols and nonterminals with associated
stacks,
• for each interior node, exactly one child is marked and the other children are un-
marked.
Denition 17. A buHC LIG tree (1; 〈A[!]→〈7❀ u〉〉; 2) is admissible if the tree
〈A[!]→1〈7❀ u〉2〉 satis+es the conditions:
• all unmarked children carry an empty stack,
• if B′[!′] is an interior node and X [!′′] are its children (from left to right) then
B′[!′]⇒
G
X [!′′] where X is marked.
• the nodes in 1 and 2 are unmarked.
The marked children allow us to follow lines of dependent children in a tree. A buHC
LIG tree is complete if it is of the form (; 〈S[]❀ u〉; ). The stack-enhanced buHC
tree operations of Fig. 1 are shown in Fig. 3:
• buHCa and buHCA manipulate the stack and mark their dependent child, a and
B[!], respectively.
• The scan and complete operations do not manipulate stacks because they do not
recognize dependent children; thus a and B[] are unmarked.
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• A nonterminal B is completely recognized iD there is an admissible buHC LIG tree
of the form (; 〈B[]❀ u〉; ). lCompl and rCompl yield no tree if the root stack of
the tree in the second argument is nonempty.
The stack-enhanced buHC tree algebra is the set of buHC LIG trees, equipped with
the stack-enhanced buHC tree operations, notation: AbuHC[!]. The inductive arguments
in the proof of Proposition 12 remain valid if AbuHC and “buHC trees” are replaced
with AbuHC[!] and “buHC LIG trees”; therefore, AbuHC[!] generates precisely the
admissible buHC LIG trees.
The following proposition is used to show that for some grammars, the algebra
AbuHC[!] is not +nitely compactable (note that AbuHC[!] depends on G), noting that
there are LIGs that are not strongly equivalent to any context-free grammar. In these
cases, the tabular algorithm resulting from the construction in Section 3.3 may not
terminate. We call two grammars strongly equivalent if they generate the same language
and have the same derivations of the strings in the language, up to a renaming of the
symbols.
Proposition 18. If AbuHC[!] is 1nitely compactable then G is strongly equivalent to
a context-free grammar.
Proof. We consider only the stack operations, leaving the context-free base of ⇒
G
aside.
De+ne the partial algebra Q1 = (Q∗; pushq; popq; )q∈Q as follows, where Q is the stack
alphabet of G, Q∗ is the set of +nite sequences of stack symbols (i.e., +nite stacks),
 is a nullary operation representing the empty stack, and pushq; popq (for all q) are
partial operations de+ned by:
• pushq(!) =!q,
• popq(!) =!′ if !=!′q (unde+ned else).
Clearly, [∅]Q1 =Q∗, i.e., Q1 is void generated.
We show that the equality relation is the only strong congruence relation of Q1. To
see this, let  be a strong congruence relation of Q1 and !1; !2 be congruent stacks,
i.e., !1 !2. If !1 is empty then popq(!1) is unde+ned for all q, hence popq(!2) is
unde+ned for all q, too, and therefore, !2 is empty. On the other hand, if !1 =!′1q, then
popq(!
′
1q) =!
′
1. Then it follows that for some !
′
2, popq(!2) =!
′
2, hence !2 =!
′
2q, and
!′1; !
′
2 are congruent. It follows by induction on the length of !1 that !1 =!2. This
shows that  is in fact the equality relation; in particular,  has in+nitely many distinct
congruence classes.
Now, assume that AbuHC[!] is +nitely compactable, and let  be a strong congru-
ence relation of AbuHC[!] such that there are only +nitely many congruence classes
of generated buHC LIG trees. The buHCA operation performs either a push or a
pop operation on the root stack of a tree. It follows that whenever two buHC LIG
trees are congruent then their root symbols are associated with the same stack. There-
fore, the nonterminals in the generated buHC LIG trees are associated with only
+nitely many diDerent stacks. Thus, we can construct a strongly equivalent context-free
grammar whose nonterminals are of the form (A;!), where A is a nonterminal of G
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and ! is one of the +nitely many stacks that appear in the generated buHC LIG
trees.
In the next section, we show how AbuHC[!] can be transformed into a +nitely com-
pactable algebra that generates the same set of buHC LIG trees. The transformed
algebra can be used to construct a tabular buHC LIG algorithm in the same way as
we did in the context-free case.
5.3. An algebraic transformation for LIG parsing
Tabular algorithms for LIGs have been presented for example in [21, 22, 12, 1]. Their
particular form is motivated (in more or less explicit form) by the idea that the stack
associated with a nonterminal can be represented by storing only the topmost stack sym-
bol together with a reference to the place where the remaining part of the stack can
be found. By exploiting a certain context-freeness property of LIGs [22, 2], namely
that each derivation step in a LIG derivation depends only on the top part of the
stack, it is possible to obtain a +nite number of distinct representations for all possible
stacks (possibly in+nitely many). We present a formalization in terms of an algebraic
transformation of this idea.
First, we make the idea of an e/cient representation of the unbounded stacks precise.
Consider the stack algebra Q1 de+ned in the proof of Proposition 18. De+ne the partial
algebra Q2 = (Q∗; pushq; pop
2
q ; )q∈Q where pushq and  are as in Q1, and for all q∈Q,
pop2q is the binary partial operation de+ned by
pop2q(!1; !2) = !2 if !1 = !
′
1q for some !
′
1 (unde+ned else):
Clearly, Q2 is void generated. Q1 and Q2 are related via a translation $ that maps terms
in Q2 to terms in Q1. Let #push(t) and #pop(t) denote the number of push and pop
operation symbols in a Q1-term t, respectively, and let
d(t) = #push(t)− #pop(t);
|t|= #push(t) + #pop(t):
|t| basically denotes the length of t (note that Q1-terms are unary trees and thus can
be represented as sequences of operation symbols). $ translates Q2-terms into Q1-terms
as follows:
$ = ;
pushq(t)
$ = pushq(t
$);
pop2q(t1; t2)
$ =


pop1q(t(t
$
2)) if for some t
′; t$1 = t(t
′) and d(t) = 1
and |t| is minimal;
unde+ned if there is no such t;
where t is a Q1-term with one free variable. The translation of t1, i.e., t$1, is split into
a top part t and a bottom part t′ such that t is the term of minimal length with exactly
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Fig. 4. Substitution in buHC-LIG trees.
one more push operation than the number of pop operations in it. The interpretation of
t′ in Q1, i.e., t′Q1 , is the bottom part of a stack while tQ1 is a unary operation that adds
the top symbol to the stack. In the translation, the bottom part t′ is replaced with (the
translation of) the second argument of pop2q . Observe that $ is only partially de+ned.
Proposition 19. Let Q1;Q2; $ be de1ned as above and t a Q2-term.
(1) t$ and (t$)Q1 are de1ned precisely if tQ2 is de1ned.
(2) If tQ2 is de1ned then (t$)Q1 = tQ2 .
Proof. Structural induction on the Q2-terms.
We de+ne an equivalence relation  on Q∗ by
!1  !2 iD !1 = !′1q and !2 = !′2q; for some !′1; !′2; q; or !1 = !2 = :
Then  is a strong congruence relation of Q2 (but not of Q1), as can be easily
veri+ed. A congruence class ! is uniquely determined by q∈Q if !=!′q, or 
if != . Therefore, the quotient algebra Q2= is isomorphic to the partial algebra
(Q ∪ {}; pushq; pop2q ; )q∈Q, also denoted with Q2=, where the operations are de+ned
as follows (let q∈Q and q′; q′′ ∈Q ∪ {}):
• pushq(q′) = q,
• pop2q (q′; q′′) = q′′ if q= q′ (unde+ned else).
The +rst argument q′ of pop2q represents the topmost symbol of a stack, while the
second argument serves as a reference to the remaining part, whose top symbol is q′′.
Next, we consider the context-freeness (or noncontextuality) property of LIG deriva-
tions. Consider the left tree in Fig. 4 and assume that it is an admissible buHC LIG
tree. The line from B[!q] to C[!] represents the path along the marked children.
From each node to its marked child, the stack either grows or shrinks by one symbol.
Furthermore, the stacks on all nodes above C[!] are of the form !q!′, i.e., C[!] is
the +rst node on the path from B[!q] downwards along the marked children on which
the stack shrinks below !q. C[!] is called the dependent stack descendant of B[!q].
Note that every node associated with a nonempty stack has a unique dependent stack
descendant. If a node is associated with an empty stack then it has no dependent stack
descendant.
The context-freeness property of LIGs is given by the fact that the application of
LIG productions on the path from B[!q] to C[!] does not depend on the bottom part
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Fig. 5. buHCApush operation, where A[::]→ B[::q]∈P.
! of the stacks. Furthermore, the context-freeness of the context-free base of a LIG
means that the application of productions in the white area does not depend on that
in the grey shaded area in the left tree in Fig. 4. If the subtree rooted by C[!] is
replaced with an admissible tree rooted by C[!′] and the bottom part ! of the stacks
on the path from B[!q] to C[!] is replaced with !′ (as in Fig. 4) then the resulting
tree is also admissible.
We transform AbuHC[!] into a new algebra by replacing the operation buHCA with
two operations:
• buHCApop is the restriction of buHCA to !′ =!q, for some q, in Fig. 3.
• buHCApush (Fig. 5) is the composition of the substitution operation in Fig. 4 and
the restriction of buHCA to !=!′q, for some q, in Fig. 3 (the composition of a
unary operation f and a binary operation g is the operation f ◦ g(a1; a2) a iD for
some a′, g(a1; a2) a′ and f(a′) a).
buHCApush exploits the context-freeness property of LIG derivations in order to achieve
an e/cient representation of the LIG stacks in the same way as in the algebra Q2.
X [!′] is the dependent stack descendant of C[!′q1] and A[!′q1]. In the lower part
of Fig. 5, C[] and A[] have no dependent stack descendant. The yield of a buHC
LIG tree is naturally divided into three parts by the dependent stack descendant of the
root, as indicated by the triples of strings below the trees in Fig. 5. A triple (−; u;−)
indicates that there is no dependent stack descendant.
The transformed algebra with buHCApop and buHCApush instead of buHCA is de-
noted with AbuHC-LIG and is called the buHC LIG tree algebra. We show that
AbuHC-LIG generates the same buHC LIG trees as AbuHC[!] (i.e., the set of all
admissible buHC LIG trees) and is +nitely compactable.
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To show that both algebras generate the same buHC LIG trees, we consider an arbi-
trary nondeterministic algebra and prove that replacing a unary operation f with the
composition of f and a binary operation g preserves the generated elements under the
following closure conditions:
Denition 20. Let A be a nondeterministic algebra and g a (possibly new) binary
(nondeterministic) operation on A and for all generated elements a, let |a| be the
minimum number of operation symbols in a generating term of a. |a| is called the size
of a.
(1) A is forward closed with respect to g if whenever a1; a2 are generated by A and
g(a1; a2) a then a is generated by A.
(2) A is backward closed with respect to g if for every generated element a1 there is
some generated element a2 with g(a1; a2) a1 and |a2|6|a1|.
Forward closure means that a new operation g does not compute new elements,
while backward closure will ensure that when a unary operation f of A is replaced
with the composition f ◦ g, all the generated elements of A can still be computed.
Theorem 21. Let A be a nondeterministic algebra and f a unary operation of A
and g a binary operation on A and let A′ be obtained from A by replacing f with
f ◦ g. If A is forward and backward closed with respect to g then [∅]A= [∅]A′ .
Proof. Induction on the size of the generated elements.
We can use Theorem 21 to show that AbuHC[!] and AbuHC-LIG generate the same
buHC LIG trees. First, observe that we can obtain an intermediate algebra by divid-
ing the operation buHCA into the two operations that are the restrictions of buHCA
in Fig. 3 to !′ =!q (buHCApop) and !=!′q, respectively. Surely, this does not
aDect the generated trees. Then we verify that the intermediate algebra is forward and
backward closed with respect to the tree substitution operation in Fig. 4. Next, we
note that AbuHC-LIG is obtained from the intermediate algebra in the way described in
Theorem 21.
Finally, we show that AbuHC-LIG is +nitely compactable. De+ne an equivalence
relation of buHC LIG trees as follows, where top(!q) = q, top(”) =−, and Xi[!′i]
is the dependent stack descendant of Ai[!i] (i= 1; 2) and Xi =− if Ai[!i] has no
dependent stack descendant:
(11; $1; 21) buHC (12; $2; 22)
⇔ $1 = 〈A1[!1] → 〈71B1[::]7′1❀ u1〉〉;
$2 = 〈A2[!2] → 〈72B2[::]7′2❀ u2〉〉;
A1 =A2; top(!1) = top(!2); X1 = X2;
11 =12; 71B17′1 = 72B27
′
2; 21 = 22:
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An equivalence class is completely determined by the tuple (A; q; X; 1; 7B7′; 2) where
q is a stack symbol or − and X is a nonterminal symbol or −.
Proposition 22. buHC-LIG is a strong congruence relation of AbuHC-LIG with 1nitely
many congruence classes of generated buHC LIG trees.
This allows us to use the algebraic method described in Section 3.3 to construct
a tabular buHC algorithm for LIGs. We de+ne an extended yield system as follows.
BbuHC-LIG is a partial algebra with carrier ∗ ∪{−}×∗×∗ ∪{−}. The buHC LIG
yield is de+ned as follows where u1; u2; u3; u∈∗ (cf. Fig. 5):
• gbuHC-LIG(1; 〈A[!q]❀ u1u2u3〉; 2) = (u1; u2; u3) where u2 is the yield of the subtree
rooted by the dependent stack descendant of A[!q] and u1; u3 are the sequences of
labels on the leaves that are not dominated by the dependent stack descendant,
• gbuHC-LIG(1; 〈A[]❀ u〉; 2) = (−; u;−).
The operations of BbuHC-LIG are de+ned as the images of the buHC LIG tree operations
of AbuHC-LIG under gbuHC-LIG. Then gbuHC-LIG is a homomorphism. Finally, denote
with AbuHC-LIG0 and A
buHC-LIG
c the sets of admissible and complete buHC LIG trees,
respectively. Then
(AbuHC-LIG;BbuHC-LIG; gbuHC-LIG; AbuHC-LIG0 ; A
buHC-LIG
c )
is a correct, extended yield system.
For the remaining part of the construction, we use the relation buHC-LIG, and for
each input string w, the relative subalgebra of BbuHC-LIG whose carrier is the set of
all tuples (u1; u2; u3) or (−; u;−) where u1u2u3 and u are substrings of w. Furthermore,
we use a strong homomorphism ’wbuHC-LIG that maps four-tuples of indices to triples
of substrings of w as follows, where w= a1 : : : an:
• (i; j; r; s) → (ai+1 : : : ar ; ar+1 : : : as; as+1 : : : aj) if 06i6r¡s6j6|w|,
• (i; j;−;−) → (−; ai+1 : : : aj;−) if 06i¡j6|w|.
Thus, we obtain the buHC parsing system in Fig. 6. From its construction, we obtain
the corresponding result to Corollary 15:
Corollary 23. (1) ∗ [A→ ••; q; B; i; j; r; s] i= there is some admissible buHC LIG
tree (; $; ) such that $= 〈A[!q]→〈❀ ai+1 : : : aj〉〉 and B[!] is the dependent stack
descendant of A[!q] and gbuHC-LIG(; $; ) = (ai+1 : : : ar ; ar+1 : : : as; as+1 : : : aj).
(2) ∗ [A→ ••;−;−; i; j;−;−] i= there is some admissible buHC LIG tree
(; 〈A[]→〈❀ ai+1 : : : aj〉〉; ).
(3) w∈L(G) i= for some ; ∗ [S→ •• ;−;−; 0; n;−;−].
6. Conclusion
Tabular parsing can be seen as a variant of dynamic programming, characterized
by bottom-up computation with tabling and abstraction from parse trees to classes
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IwbuHC-LIG = {[A→1•7•2; q; B; i; j; r; s] | 06i6r¡s6j6|w|}∪
{[A→1•7•2;−;−; i; j;−;−] | 06i¡j6|w|}
DbuHCa = { [A→ •ai•;−;−; i − 1; i;−;−] |A[]→ ai ∈ P}
DbuHCApush = {[B→• 7• ; q; C; i; j; r; s]; [C→1•7′•2; q′; X; r; s; u; v]
 [A→ •B•; q′; X; i; j; u; v] |A[::]→ B[::q] ∈ P}
DbuHCApop = {[B→• 7• ; q′; C; i; j; r; s]
 [A→ •B•; q; B; i; j; i; j] |A[::q]→ B[::] ∈ P}
DlScan = {[A→1ai•7•2; q; B; i; j; r; s] [A→1•ai7•2; q; B; i − 1; j; r; s]}
DrScan = {[A→1•7•aj+12; q; B; i; j; r; s]
 [A→1•7aj+1•2; q; B; i; j + 1; r; s]}
DlCompl = {[A→1B•7•2; q; C; i; j; r; s]; [B→• 7′• ;−;−; k; i;−;−]
 [A→1•B7•2; q; C; k; j; r; s]}
DrCompl = {[A→1•7•B2; q; C; i; j; r; s]; [B→• 7′• ;−;−; j; k;−;−]
 [A→1•7B•2; q; C; i; k; r; s]}
DwbuHC-LIG = D
buHCa ∪DbuHCApush ∪DbuHCApop ∪DlScan ∪DrScan∪
DlCompl ∪DrCompl
Fig. 6. The buHC LIG parsing schema.
of parse trees. We have shown how these properties can be expressed algebraically
as a closure operator that computes a void generated subalgebra and by computing
congruence classes of parse trees, respectively. The parsing problem is de+ned as the
computation of the inverse image of an input string with respect to a homomorphism
between two algebras A and B. A tabular parsing algorithm is described algebraically
by constructing the direct product of a quotient algebra of A and a +nite subalgebra
of B. This characterization of tabular algorithms allows to represent all parse items
(including inconsistent items) as elements of a quotient algebra and thus solves a major
problem of the algebraic description given by Sikkel [17].
The algebraic description presented in this paper allows to relate tabular parsing
algorithms for grammar formalisms that diDer in their generative capacity by means of
algebraic transformations. We have de+ned one such transformation and have used it
to construct a bottom-up head-corner parser for linear indexed grammars from one for
context-free grammars. The construction can be regarded as a recast of the adaptation
of the context-free CYK algorithm to LIGs in [21, 22] in terms of an algebraic trans-
formation, modulo the diDerence in the parsing strategies. The main features of this
construction are (i) its modularity, i.e., it allows to reuse a correct parsing algorithm
for context-free grammars to construct a correct LIG algorithm (because the transfor-
mation is correctness preserving), (ii) the motivation of diDerences between algorithms
for context-free grammars and LIGs in terms of algebraic properties rather than by
informal notions, and (iii) its applicability to non left-right parsing strategies, where
constructions based on tabulations of push-down automata would require new forms of
automata.
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